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7 ABSTRACT: Rh films of 5−50 monolayers (ML) were grown on TiO2(110)−(1 × 1) surface by physical
8 vapor deposition (PVD) at 300 K followed by annealing at max. 1050 K. In the coverage range of 5−15 ML,
9 separated stripe-like Rh nanoparticles of approximately 30 × 150 nm lateral size and 10−20 layer thickness
10 with a flat top (111) facet were formed. At higher coverages (15−50 ML), the Rh film sustained its continuity
11 at least up to 950 K. For both cases, the Rh(111) top facets were completely covered by a long-range ordered
12 hexagonal “wagon-wheel” TiO1+x ultrathin oxide (hw-TiO-UTO) film. STM-STS, XPS, LEIS, and TDS
13 methods were used for morphologic and electronic characterization of surfaces prepared in this way. The
14 main part of this study is devoted to the study of postdeposition of Rh on the hw-TiO-UTO layer at different
15 temperatures (230 K, 310 K, 500 K) and to the effect of subsequent annealing. It was found that 2D
16 nanoparticles of 0.2−0.3 nm height and 1−2 nm diameter are formed at RT and their average lateral size
17 increases gradually in the range of 300−900 K. The LEIS intensity data and the CO TDS titration of the
18 particles have shown that an exchange of the postdeposited Rh atoms with the hw-TiO-UTO layer proceeds
19 to an extent of around 50% at 230 K and this value increases up to 80−90% in the range of 300−500 K. The
20 total disappearance of the characteristic LEIS signal for Rh takes place at around 900 K where a complete hw-
21 TiO-UTO adlayer forms on top of the postdeposited metal (100% exchange).
1. INTRODUCTION
22 The recent interest in macroscopic size, self-supporting 2D
23 nanomaterials of atomic thickness like graphene1,2 and newly
24 found MoS2 monolayer sheets
3 generated huge research activity
25 also in related fields like self-organized fabrication of ultrathin
26 2D polymers,4 formation of atomically thin oxide layers for
27 advanced metal-oxid-metal (MOM) structures5,6 and the
28 ultrathin oxide (UTO) films formed by encapsulation of
29 oxide-supported metal nanoparticles by thermal activation.7−13
30 Regarding the two latter cases, clarification of the structural and
31 electronic properties of UTO layers grown on metal substrates
32 is of huge relevance in different fields of nanotechnology like
33 nanoelectronics, gas-sensorics, or nanocatalysis.11,14−16 The
34 history of the discovery of self-organized and self-limited UTO
35 films goes back to a very exciting phenomenon in
36 heterogeneous catalysis, namely, to the formation of
37 encapsulation layers on late transition metal nanoparticles
38 supported on reducible oxide surfaces, termed SMSI (strong
39 metal support interaction).17−19 This phenomenon was also
40 studied on inverse catalysts as model systems, where atomically
41 thin metal oxide layers were formed on a metal single crystal
42 surface.16,20,21 The relation between the self-limiting encapsu-
43 lation film formed on supported noble metal nanoparticles and
44 the formation of ultrathin layers produced by oxidative
45 deposition was studied in detail for the Pt/TiO2 system.
22−27
46 It was recognized that ordered UTO film phases formed on
47 supported metal nanoparticles by encapsulation (decoration)
48 processes can also be produced on macroscopic metal surfaces
49via oxidative deposition under appropriate experimental
50conditions (oxygen pressure, temperature, etc.).23,25,28
51The formation of strongly reduced oxide films of “wagon-
52wheel” or “zig-zag” like symmetry is quite typical for several
53oxide-metal systems both in the case of TiO2-supported
54Pd,7,30,31 Pt,8 and Rh10,29 nanocrystallites and in the case of







58contrast detected for the “wagon-wheel” ultrathin metal oxide
59films of hexagonal structure (hw-MO-UTO) were also the
60subject of several theoretical works.16,23,24,32,35 A further
61interesting aspect of the UTO films is the formation of ordered
62metal adlayers on epitaxial oxide films by lattice controlled
63nucleation and growth.14,16,24,36−38 The mass transport
64processes of an admetal depend strongly on the actual structure
65of the UTO layer, which has nowadays received special
66attention.14,24,39−42
67The study of growing Pt nanoparticles on a TiO2(110)
68support at high temperatures suggested that the ultrathin
69decoration TiO1+x film is continuously renewed during the
70process.43 The present work is devoted to understanding the
71elementary steps of this process at atomic scale for the Rh/
72TiO2(110) system by measuring the temperature and coverage
73effects of Rh postdeposition. In a recent paper, we have already
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74 studied the formation of Rh overlayers on ultrathin
75 encapsulation titania films by spectroscopic methods like
76 Auger-electron spectroscopy (AES), low energy ion scattering
77 (LEIS), X-ray photoelectron (XPS), and thermal desorption
78 spectroscopy (TDS), and moreover, work funtion (WF)
79 measurements.44 In order to understand better the atomic
80 scale processes of this system, we report here on the
81 investigation of postdeposition of Rh on the ordered TiO1+x
82 “wagon-wheel” structure produced on large Rh crystallites
83 supported on the TiO2(110) surface. The experimental facilities
84 used here were scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy
85 (STM/STS) and LEIS, XPS, and TDS techniques.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
86 The STM measurements were carried out in a UHV system evacuated
87 down to 5 × 10−8 Pa equipped with a scanning tunneling microscope
88 (WA-Technology) and a cylindrical mirror analyzer (Staib-DESA-
89 100). The LEIS, XPS, and TDS measurements were performed in
90 another chamber furnished with a hemispherical electron energy
91 analyzer (Leybold Heraus) and a quadrupole mass spectrometer
92 (Balzers-Prisma). Commercial Ar+ guns were applied for cleaning and
93 e-beam evaporators for metal deposition. Using Pt−Ir tips, the STM
94 images were generally recorded in constant current (cc) mode at a bias
95 of +1.5 V on the sample and a tunneling current of 0.1 nA. The
96 conditioning of the tip was performed by tunneling at Ubias = +10 V
97 and It = 1.0 nA for several seconds. Images of enhanced lateral
98 resolution were taken up in constant height (ch) mode. For some
99 images, a moderate FFT treatment was also applied. The X-Y-Z
100 calibration of the STM images was performed by measuring the
101 characteristic morphological parameters of the TiO2(110)-(1 × 1)
102 support (lateral unit cell 0.296 nm × 0.650 nm, height of the steps
103 0.297 nm). The error of the morphological data obtained and
104 presented in this work is below ±3%. A SPECS IQE 12/38 ion source
105 was used for LEIS. He+ ions of 800 eV kinetic energy were applied at a
106 low ion flux equal to 0.03 μA/cm2. The incident and detection angles
107 were 50° (with respect to the surface normal), while the scattering
108 angle was 95°. The angle between the “incident plane” (the plane
109 defined by the ion source axis and the surface normal) and the
110 “detection plane” (the plane defined by the surface normal and the
111 analyzer axis) was 53°. LEIS and XPS spectra were obtained using the
112 same Leybold hemispherical analyzer and applying an Al−Kα X-ray
113 source in the latter case. The binding energy scale was calibrated by
114 the 4f7/2 peak of a thick Au layer, fixed at 84.0 eV. If not mentioned
115 otherwise, the takeoff angle (θ) was 16° with respect to surface
116 normal. During TDS measurements, the sample was in line of sight
117 position and the heating rate was below 2 K s−1.
118 In the STM chamber, an epi-polished rutile TiO2(110) single crystal
119 of 5 × 5 × 1 mm3 were directly fixed to a Ta filament by an oxide
120 adhesive (Aremco 571) and it was mounted on a transferable sample
121 holder cartridge. The probe was indirectly heated by the current
122 flowing through the Ta filament. The temperature of the probe was
123 measured by a chromel-alumel (K-type) thermocouple stuck to the
124 side of the sample by the same oxide adhesive. In the XPS-LEIS-TDS
125 chamber, a similar probe with a slightly different mounting was applied
126 in order to cool the probe down to ∼230 K. For both cases, the sample
127 cleaning was started by a gradual increase of the temperature up to
128 1050 K followed by Ar+ bombardment (1.5 keV, 4−6 μA cm−2) and
129 annealing cycles at 1050 K. For the measurements presented in this
130 work, bulk terminated (1 × 1) surface decorated by 0D dot and 1D
131 stripes (reduced Ti2O3 phase) of low concentration were applied.
45
132 The deposition rate of Rh was typically 0.5 ML/min. Special attention
133 was paid to the cross-calibration of the Rh coverages in the two
134 chambers by Auger-electron spectroscopy uptake curves recorded at
135 300 K. In the XPS-LEIS-TDS chamber, the metal coverages were
136 checked also by XPS and a quartz crystal microbalance. The estimated
137 coverage values agreed within a precision of 10%.
3. RESULTS
1383.1. Formation of Stripe-Like Encapsulated Rh Nano-
139 f1particles on TiO2(110) Surface. Figure 1 shows STM cc-
140images of 200 × 200 nm2 (A, C, E, G) and 20 × 20 nm2 (B, D,
141F, H) recorded after the deposition of approx 30 ML Rh at
142room temperature (RT) and annealed at (A, B) 500 K, (C, D)
143800 K, (E, F) 930 K, and (G, H) 1000 K for 10 min,
144respectively. The inserted ch-images of 5 × 5 nm2 in D, F, H
145show the terrace structure at high resolution. The line profiles
146measured along x and y directions indicated on the
147corresponding STM images (A, C, E, G) are also plotted in
148Figure 1. The surface shows a corrugation of only few atomic
149layers (<1 nm) at 500 K (Figure 1A) indicating that all the
150deeper layers are more or less complete and buried. The
151average size of the atomic terraces is rather small, less than 3
152nm, and the step site (atom) density is very high, in the range
153of approx 1013−1014 cm−2 (Figure 1B). Annealing at 800 and
154930 K causes a gradual increase of the average terrace size up to
1555 and 15 nm, respectively (Figure 1C−F). Accordingly, the step
156site density decreases significantly down to 1012 cm−2. A
157dramatic change of the surface morphology appears only after
15810 min annealing at 1000 K where rather large atomic terraces
159of 30 nm are formed and very deep hexagonal and [001]
160elongated pits of 50−70 nm in length appear simultaneously
161(Figure 1G). The bottom of these pits indicates the height level
162of the supporting oxide surface. A similar behavior, an opening
163of a continuous Pd multilayer, was also reported for Pd/
164TiO2(110) system.
7 The diffusion mechanism (Brandon-
165Bradshaw’s model) governing this process was recently
166analyzed in detail.46 Annealing at higher temperatures results
167in splitting of the continuous Rh multilayer into stripe-like Rh
168islands and leads to a TiO2(110) surface covered partially by Rh
169islands exhibiting flat top facet (see below). This morphology
170provide a chance to follow the (post)deposition of Rh both on
171the top facet of Rh nanoparticles and on bare TiO2(110)
172terraces in parallel. The inserted STM ch-images of 5 × 5 nm2
173(Figure 1 D, F, H) show that the top facets exhibit a totally
174different nanostructure from that detectable on a clean Rh(111)
Figure 1. Effects of thermal treatment on the morphology of
TiO2(110) surface deposited by ∼30 ML of Rh at 320 K and
annealed at (A, B) 500 K, (C, D) 800 K, (E, F) 930 K, and (G, H)
1000 K for 10 min. The size of STM cc-images: (A, C, E, G) 200 ×
200 nm2, (B, D, F, H) 20 × 20 nm2. The inserted ch-images of 5 × 5
nm2 (D, F, H) exhibit the atomic scale details of the extended terraces.
The height (z) profiles plotted under the corresponding images were
detected along the lines indicated in the STM images (A, C, E, G).
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175 surface and it can be identified with the ordered encapsulation
176 TiO1+x layer (hexagonal “wheel” TiO1+x ultrathin oxide film,
177 hw-TiO-UTO).10 The lateral ordering of this film develops
178 gradually with the annealing temperature. It is already almost
179 complete at 800 K, although this arrangement becomes nearly
180 perfect only after the annealing above 900 K.
f2 181 STM images of 400 × 400 nm2 are shown in Figure 2A,B,
182 where the clean TiO2(110) surface was exposed to two
183 different amounts of Rh (approx 7 ML and 30 ML) at room
184 temperature and annealed at 1050 K for 10 min. The line
185 profiles recorded along the stretches indicated in the images are
186 drawn at the bottom of the figures where the x−y scales are the
187 same in each case. The inserted ch-images of 10 × 10 nm2 in
188 Figure 2A depict the surface of Rh top facet (bright regions)
189 and that of the free TiO2(110) terraces (dark regions). In the
190 experiments presented below, similar surfaces like that
191 presented in Figure 2A were used as an initial configuration
192 for the Rh postdeposition experiments. As can be seen, the
193 bright Rh stripes are typically 20−30 nm wide and 5 nm high;
194 accordingly, it is easy to find extended regions of at least 15 ×
195 15 nm2 size both on Rh top facets and on bare TiO2(110)
196 terraces (Figure 2A and the relating line profile). It is also
197 appreciable that the elongation direction of the Rh particles is
198 the same as the direction of parallel rows running in [001]
199 crystallographic orientation of the support oxide and separated
200 by 0.65 nm on the TiO2(110)-(1 × 1) terraces.
10
201 3.2. Characterization of the TiO1+x Hexagonal Ultra-
202 thin Film Formed on Rh Nanoparticles Supported on
203 TiO2(110). In this section, the characteristics of the
204 encapsulation layer formed on the top facets of the Rh stripes
f3 205 is described. The STM image (10 × 10 nm2) in Figure 3A
206 recorded in constant current mode (cc-image) shows that the
207 top facets are rather flat and only a slight variation of the height
208 in the range of the noise of our measurements (0.03 nm) can
209 be detected. Much better contrast and lateral resolution can be
210 achieved in constant height imaging mode (Figure 3B,C,D). In
211 the course of our investigations, these three characteristic
212 contrasts were observed for the TiO-UTO encapsulation layers.
213 This variation in the contrast can be unambiguously explained
214 by the different chemical state of the tip and not by the bias-
215 current conditions or by the structural changes of the
216 encapsulation layer. According to our experience, this series
217of images represents the gradual steps toward the atomic
218resolution presented in Figure 3E. This ch-image clearly
219exhibits a hexagonal overlayer lattice with an average lattice
220parameter of 0.31 (±3%) nm, although the points of the lattice
221are distorted by 10−20% from the ideal hexagonal positions.
222Note that the contrast of the points reveals a “wheel” structure
223similar to that described in our recent paper.10 The average unit
224cell containing the complete wheel structure (superlattice) is
225nearly the same as detected previously (hexagonal, 1.5 nm ×
2261.5 nm). Nevertheless, the fine analysis of the dot intensities
227shows some obvious differences: (i) the side of the triangles of
228brighter contrast consists characteristically of 5 atoms (4 atomic
229distances) instead of 6 atoms, although regions also with this
230longer length coexist with the former arrangement (see Figure
2313E, left bottom); (ii) the strict determination of the atomic
232positions of the oxide layer provided clear evidence for the
233lateral surface tension inducing displacements of the con-
234stituent Ti ions (bright points). The variation of the
235morphologic appearance of the “wheel” structure can probably
236be assigned to an ordered variation of the oxygen content in the
237TiO-UTO layer (see discussion below).23 It is evident from our
Figure 2. Characteristic surface morphology detectable on TiO2(110)
by STM after deposition of two different amount of Rh (A) 7 ML and
(B) 30 ML at 320 K followed by annealing at 1050 K for 10 min. The
inserted ch-images of 10 × 10 nm2 in A exhibit the atomic scale
structures appearing on top facets of surface Rh and on clean
TiO2(110) terraces. The z-profiles plotted under the corresponding
images of 400 × 400 nm2 exhibit the variation of height levels along
the lines indicated in the images.
Figure 3. Atomic scale STM images of well ordered hw-TiO-UTO
encapsulation layer recorded on the top facet of Rh particles for
different imaging conditions: (A) cc-image (10 × 10 nm2) of very
small corrugation (<0.1 nm); (B,C,D) ch-images (10 × 10 nm2) of
several characteristic chemical contrast appeared during the course of
this work. (E) ch-image of 5 × 5 nm2 with an utmost lateral resolution
and contrast achieved in this work. Characteristic STS spectra
recorded on (F) hw-TIO-UTIOF layer and (G) TiO2(110)-(1 × 1)
stoichiometric terrace.
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238 local tunneling spectrum taken above the encapsulation layer
239 that the hw-TiO-UTO layer is a strongly reduced TiO1+x form
240 with a significantly lower forbidden gap (approx 1 eV) than that
241 of the bulk terminated TiO(110)-(1 × 1) surface (3 eV)
242 (Figure 3F,G). The filled states region (negative sample bias)
243 exhibits a much higher tunneling current in the case of the TiO-
244 UTO film, indicating a partial reduction of Ti ions compared to
245 Ti4+ states on the stoichiometric TiO2(110) terraces. We note
246 that several times during our study we detected spontaneously
247 formed pits of 2−3 nm average diameter and of 0.08 nm
248 average depth in the encapsulation film. This observation
249 suggested that it may be possible to remove or locally destroy
250 the TiO-UTO film without causing serious damage of the
251 underlying Rh atomic layers. The detailed results of this latter
f4 252 project will be published elsewhere; nevertheless, in Figure 4
253 we show an experiment relevant for the present work. The cc-
254 image in Figure 4A shows a flat top facet region of 10 × 10 nm2
255 of a Rh nanocrystallite encapsulated by hw-TiO-UTO. For the
256 purpose of lateral identification, a monatomic step region can
257 also be seen in the upper right part of the image (Figure 4A).
258 The following parameters were used for a cc-imaging: +1.5 V
259 (bias); 0.1 nA (tunneling current). After recording the STM
260 image, the tip was moved to the center of the region. By
261 holding the tunneling current at 0.1 nA, the bias was increased
262 up to +4.8 V for 5 s. The imaging repeated with the same
263 parameters as before shows a crater-like feature in the center of
264 the image (Figure 4B). The line profile exhibits that the z-level
265 of the inner region of the crater is lower by approx 0.06 nm
266 than the flat region outside the crater (Figure 4C). Although
267 this value is somewhat smaller than that measured for a
268 spontaneously leaky film (0.08 nm), in first approximation the
269 thickness of the hw-TiO-UTO layer can be estimated as 0.07
270 (±0.01) nm. Naturally, this value may strongly be influenced by
271 electronic effects, which are not negligible in this height regime.
272 In parallel experiments, we also detected the characteristic
f5 273 LEIS and XPS spectra of the encapsulation layer (Figure 5).
274 Regarding the STM results presented above in Figure 1, the Rh
275 layer of approx 30 ML thick (or thicker) formed on TiO2(110)
276 at RT retains its continuity during thermal treatments at least
277 up to 930 K. This fact enables the successful application of area-
278 averaging techniques, like LEIS, AES, and XPS, for a clear
279 chemical characterization of the encapsulation hw-TiO-UTO
280 film.44 In Figure 5A, LEIS spectra (i) show that the topmost
281 atomic layer consisted only of Rh after the evaporation of 37
282 ML rhodium at RT. Subsequent annealing at 930 K, however,
283 results in a complete disappearance of the Rh peak and the
284spectrum (ii) is exclusively dominated by the Ti and O peaks,
285indicating clearly the formation of a TiO1+x encapsulation layer.
286This result is in good harmony with the STM measurements
287presented above. The position of the Ti 2p3/2 peak (455.4 eV)
288of the encapsulation layer shown by XPS curve (ii) in Figure 5B
289and its relative position (ΔE = 3.5 eV) with respect to that
290measured in the case of the nearly stoichiometric TiO2(110)
291surface (458.9 eV) presented by curve (iii) clearly suggests an
292oxidation state of Ti2+ for the distinct majority of Ti sites.47,48
293The dominance of the Ti 2p region by the Ti2+ component
294suggests that the stoichiometry was not far from O:Ti = 1.
295Comparing the O(1s)/Ti(2p) area ratio of the TiO2(110)
296surface with the corresponding ratio of the encapsulating layer
297suggests a stoichiometry of O:Ti = 1.2 (±0.1). The lack of a
298visible Ti4+ component in spectrum Figure 5B (ii) is in
299accordance with former observation of TiO1+x encapsulation
300layer on Rh crystallites and with the STM measurements
301(Figure 1E) indicating that dewetting of the Rh film formed on
302TiO2(110) does not set in at 930 K.
3033.3. Deposition of Rh onto a TiO2(110) Surface
304Partially Covered by Stripe-Like Rh Particles Encapsu-
305lated by hw-TiO-UTO; the Effects of Thermal Treatment.
306 f6Figure 6 displays some characteristic constant current and
307constant height STM images of (A, C, E, G, H, I) 10 × 10 nm2
308and (B, D, F) 5 × 5 nm2, respectively, recorded before (A−B)
309and after (C−D) Rh postdeposition of very low coverage
310(∼0.03 ML) at RT followed by annealing at different
311temperatures for 10 min: (E−F) 600 K, (G) 900 K, (H) 950
312K, (I) 1050 K. Note that this coverage represents a surface
313adatom concentration belonging approximately to the charac-
314teristic surface density of the wagon-wheel unit cells (4 × 1013
315cm−2). This is the concentration where the so-called templating
316behavior, if there is such an effect attributable to the so-called
317picoholes, could be clearly revealed by STM.24 Figure 6A (cc-
318image) shows the top facet of the encapsulated Rh nano-
319particles before the postdeposition of Rh. The very low overall
320corrugation (0.3 nm) of this image suggests a very flat surface
321with a low concentration of dot-like defects like in the center
322bottom of the image. The flat region of a top facet exhibits a
323typical “wheel” pattern of significant chemical contrast recorded
324by ch-imaging (Figure 6B). The Rh deposition results in the
325appearance of new protrusions with a diameter of less than 1
326nm and height of ∼0.2 nm (Figure 6C). These structures can
Figure 4. Effect of local excitation of the hw-TiO-UTO layer by
tunneling tip: (A) constant current STM image of 20 × 20 nm2 before
the local treatment; (B) the same region detected by cc-imaging after
generation of a crater-like nanostructure (for more details see the text).
(C) Line profiles picked up in the regions indicated in A and B images.
Figure 5. (A) LEIS spectra of the TiO2(110) surface taken (i) after the
deposition of 37 ML of Rh at 300 K and (ii) followed by annealing at
930 K for 5 min; (B) the Ti 2p XPS region recorded (ii) after the
deposition of 37 ML Rh onto a clean TiO2(110) surface followed by 5
min annealing at 930 K and (iii) on a clean TiO2(110) surface.
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327 be indentified with 2D clusters consisting of 8−10 atoms. In the
328 corresponding ch-image (Figure 6D), it can be seen that the
329 “wheel” net is strongly perturbed although some ordering is still
330 visible. The subsequent annealing at 600 K for 10 min results in
331 a moderate increase of the average diameter of the 2D
332 protrusions accompanied by a slight decrease of their surface
333 concentration (Figure 6E), and the wheel pattern becomes
334 again more or less perfect (Figure 6F). Upon annealing at
335 higher temperatures (900 K, 950 K), the sintering of the 2D
336 adparticles continues probably due to a 2D Ostwaldt ripening
337 process. This growth kinetics results in 2D nanoparticles of ∼3
338 nm, while their outline becomes round-shaped (Figure 6G,H).
339 The LEIS measurements have shown that these particles
340 contain only Ti and O ions (see below). Annealing at the
341 highest temperature applied in this work (1050 K) leads to the
342 complete disappearance of the adparticles from the surface
343 (Figure 6I). This latter observation can be explained by
344 dissolution of the largest adparticles into the bulk of the Rh
345 stripes.
346 In the subsequent experiments, the main features revealed
347 above are confirmed by deposition of a higher amount of Rh
348 (approx 1.5 ML) at 500 K followed by annealing at higher
f7 349 temperatures (Figure 7). It needs to be noted that the
350 estimation of Rh coverage was performed by measuring the
351 total volume of extra particles appeared both on Rh top facets
352 and on Rh-free terraces of TiO2(110). The deposition of
353 approx 1.5 ML of Rh at 500 K resulted in dendrite-like 2D
354 nanoparticles with a characteristic height of 0.2−0.3 nm (Figure
355 7A). Although the particles are seemingly flat on 20 × 20 nm2
356 cc-images, their top facet exhibits a complex composition on
357 the magnified images of 10 × 10 nm2 (Figure 7B). The thermal
358 treatments at 700, 800, and 900 K resulted in a gradual
359 sintering of the nanoparticles without changing their height
360 (Figure 7A,C,D,E). The inserted ch-images of 10 × 10 nm2 and
361 5 × 5 nm2 depict the chemical contrast of the top facets after
362 thermal treatments at 700 and 800 K, respectively (Figure
3637C,D). It is clear that this is the temperature range where the
364unordered TiO-UTO layer transforms into an ordered “wheel”
365phase. For the annealing at 900 K, a ch-image of 15 × 15 nm2
366recorded in the region of an added particle shows clearly that
367both the empty and the adparticle-occupied regions exhibit well
368ordered “wheel” structure (Figure 7F).
369The morphological characteristics of Rh/TiO2(110) samples
370applied as an initial configuration in this work made it possible
371to follow the effect of the same Rh postdeposition and sample
372treatment both on the top facet of the Rh particles and on the
373Rh-free TiO2(110) terrace regions. The STM cc-images of 20 ×
374 f820 nm2 in Figure 8A,B show the surface morphology on the top
375facet of stripe-like Rh nanoparticle for two different Rh
376depositions: (A) ∼0.03 ML, (B) ∼1.50 ML at RT followed by
377annealing at 800 K for 10 min. For both coverages, the
378nanoparticles exhibit noncircular outlines with some preferred
379directions (threefold symmetry) well visible at the higher
380coverage (B). One of these preferred directions fits well to the
381[001] crystallographic orientation of the support TiO2(110) as
382indicated on images B and C. Note that the elongated side of
383the stripe-like Rh particles also fits this orientation. The line
384profiles measured and indicated on the corresponding images
385can be seen in Figure 8E. The height of these particles is quite
386uniform, 0.2−0.3 nm. As was shown above, the top facet of
387these adparticles consists mainly of the hw-TiO-UTO layer,
388which covers the Rh nanoparticles formed by postdeposition of
389Rh (see Figure 7D,F). Naturally, in parallel to the formation of
390adparticles on the Rh stripes, nanoparticles are also formed on
391the Rh-free TiO2(110) surface. The STM cc-images recorded
392in these latter regions are shown in Figure 8C,D. In the case of
393lower Rh coverage (∼0.03 ML), the height of the adparticles is
394in the range of 0.3−0.5 nm, which means that these particles
395consist of at least 2−3 layers (Figure 8C,E). In the case of
396higher coverage (∼1.5 ML), the 3D nanoparticles formed on
Figure 6. Effects of the deposition of Rh at zero coverage limit (∼0.03
ML) onto hw-TiO-UTO encapsulation layer and that of stepwise
annealing for 10 min. STM images recorded in cc and ch mode (A,B)
before Rh postdeposition, (C,D) after deposition of ∼0.03 ML of Rh
at 320 K, and (E,F) after the subsequent annealing at 600 K. The size
of cc-images A, C, E is 10 × 10 nm2 and that of ch-images B, D, F is 5
× 5 nm2. The effects of further annealing at (G) 900 K, (H) 950 K,
and (I) 1050 K. The size of the latter cc-images is 10 × 10 nm2.
Figure 7. Effects of Rh deposition onto hw-TiO-UTO surface in the
monolayer regime (∼1.5 ML) and that of stepwise annealing for 10
min. STM cc-images were recorded (A,B) after Rh postdeposition at
500 K and following thermal treatments at (C) 700 K, (D) 800 K, and
(E) 900 K. The size of cc-images: (A,C,D,E) 20 × 20 nm2, (B) 10 ×
10 nm2. Inserted ch-images in C (10 × 10 nm2) and D (5 × 5 nm2)
were taken on the top of 2D clusters after the thermal treatments at
700 and 800 K, respectively. The ch-image (F) of 15 × 15 nm2 was
recorded on the sample annealed at 900 K.
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397 the clean TiO2(110) terraces consist of 4−5 layers (∼1.0 nm)
398 (Figure 8D,E).
399 3.4. Rh Postdeposition at Low Temperature (230 K)
400 and the Effects of Annealing: LEIS and TDS Measure-
401 ments. A spectroscopy study of the growth of Rh at room
402 temperature (or at 500 K) on the top of an hw-TiO-UTO layer
403 formed on a compact Rh thin film of 50 monolayers was
404 already reported in a recent work.44 Via detailed LEIS, AES,
405 and work function (WF) measurements, it was shown that Rh
406 exposed at 300 and 500 K leads to a linear increase in the Rh/
407 Ti AES ratio and Rh LEIS signal intensity up to 1 ML coverage,
408 suggesting the formation of Rh overlayer of unchanged
409 thickness. This conclusion is strongly supported by the STM
410 measurements presented in this work (section 3.3). The fact
411 that the Rh LEIS signal disappears only at around 900 K also
412 fits well to the complete ordering of the wh-TiO-UTO film
413 detected by STM on the effect of annealing in the range of
414 800−900 K (Figure 7). The careful analysis of the LEIS
415 intensity data has shown that following the Rh deposition at
416 300 and 500 K the majority of the Rh atoms bond to the
417 upmost Rh layer (below the hw-TiO-UTO film) and is
418 shadowed by unordered TiO1+x layer. We estimate that only
419 10−15% of the adsorbed Rh atoms stay in the position
420 detectable by LEIS. This feature can be explained by an
421 exchange process during the deposition of Rh, requiring a
422 relatively low activation energy. On the contrary, the
423 encapsulation process which completes at around 900 K,
424 accompanied by the formation of ordered hw-TiO-UTO layer
425 as shown by STM, requires a significantly higher activation
426 energy.44 Since the energy available for thermal activation
427 reduces by decreasing the deposition temperature, a
428 suppression of the exchange/encapsulation process can be
429 expected at deposition temperatures below 300 K. To check
430 this effect, we addressed here the process of decoration at
431 cryogenic temperatures. Lacking a low temperature STM
432facility in our laboratory, we present only LEIS and TDS data
433with a minimum deposition temperature of ∼230 K.
434 f9Figure 9 displays the Rh LEIS intensity as a function of
435temperature for 0.8 ML Rh postdeposited at 230 K on an hw-
436TiO-UTO layer covering a 30 ML thick Rh film. The Rh signal
437decreases steeply up to 350 K, while further heating to 500 K
438results only in its slight decay. The analysis of the signal
439intensities indicates that the amount of Rh detectable by LEIS
440at 230 K is approximately 2−3 times larger than the amount of
441Rh present in the outmost layer after postdeposition at 500 K.
442In order to confirm this measurement by another technique,
443the adsorption and thermal desorption of CO was also
444investigated. First, the hw-TiO-UTO/Rh-multilayer system
445was postdeposited by 0.4 ML Rh at 230 K; subsequently, it
446was annealed up to a given temperature and then it was
447saturated with CO at 230 K. The amount of desorbed CO
448obtained by the integration of CO desorption peaks is plotted
449as a function of the annealing temperature (inset in Figure 9). A
450steep decrease of CO uptake was observed between 230 and
451300 K, indicating the loss of adsorption capacity. Negligible
452change in the desorbed amount of CO was experienced on
453further annealing to 350 K. Obviously, the decrease in both Rh
454LEIS signals and CO adsorption capacity of Rh particles in the
455range of 230−350 K indicate that with an increase of the
456temperature, the postdeposited Rh particles become gradually
457encapsulated to a higher extent. Considering that it occurs
458below 350 K, it needs a significantly lower activation energy as
459compared to that for encapsulation on the nearly stoichoimetric
460titania, which starts at around 500−600 K, depending on the
461extent of reduction of the surfaces.44,49
4. DISCUSSION
4624.1. Comparison of “Wagon-Wheel” Like UTO Layers
463Formed on Different Metals. The knowledge of the
464structural and chemical composition of ordered oxide ultrathin
465films accumulated in last years provides a chance to fit our
466specific results in the general picture of UTO/metal
467structures.11,14−16,22,23,26,38,50 Independent of whether the
468UTO layer is supported on nanocrystallites or on macroscopic
469single crystal surfaces, an increasing number of works on UTO/
470metal systems have recently been published about a highly
471reduced “wagon-wheel“ or “zig-zag” like ultrathin covering layer
472identified by STM and studied by theoretical calculations: hw-
473TiO-UTO on Pt(111),23,26,37 Pd(111),7,30,31 Rh(111),10,29 and
Figure 8. Comparison of nanoparticle formation followed simulta-
neously on (A,B) hw-TiO-UTO layer and (C,D) clean TiO2(110)
terraces. In both cases two different amounts of Rh (A,C) ∼0.03 ML
and (B,D) ∼1.5 ML were deposited at 320 and 500 K, respectively,
and followed by annealing at 800 K. The size of all these cc-images is
20 × 20 nm2. (E) Collected line-profiles measured along the stretches
indicated in the corresponding images.
Figure 9. Change of Rh LEIS signal intensity upon annealing a hw-
TiO-UTO covered Rh multilayer deposited by 0.8 ML Rh at 230 K.
Inset: Change of CO uptake calculated from TDS peak areas as a
function of the temperature, where the hw-TiO-UTO covered Rh
multilayer deposited by 0.4 ML of Rh at 230 K was heated prior to
saturation with CO (20 L) at 230 K.
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474 W(110)28 surfaces, hw-VO-UTO on Pd(111)34 and
475 Rh(111),21,35 hw-FeO-UTO on Pt(111),50 hw-CrO-UTO on
476 Pt(111).51 Several comparative discussions of the “wagon-
477 wheel” structures have also been published during the past
478 years.10,12,16,23,25,26,35,50 The common definition of these
479 patterns was based on symmetry considerations, namely, a
480 hexagonal overlayer structure with symmetry of p6 grown and
481 rotated by a θ angle on a p6m substrate.26 The main feature of
482 the “wagon-wheel” motifs are (i) the central dark dot (hub),
483 (ii) the spoons forming bright triangles, and (iii) the brighter
484 and darker dots providing a hexagonal overlayer lattice, as
f10 485 presented by Majzik et al.10 and depicted here in Figure 10A.
486 Note that the balls of different color in this sketch depict only
487 the contrast relation of the structure shown in Figure 3.
488 Although the pattern was fairly reproducible in our case, we
489 observed two different contrasts (T6, T5) in some cases (see
490 Figure 3E) as drawn in the left and right side in Figure 10A. On
491the basis of some recent theoretical model calculations, the
492simple moire-pattern-based explanation of the contrast of the
493wagon-wheel pattern was replaced by a more complex model of
494this structure, in which a special lateral distribution of the
495surface oxygen atoms was considered.11,16,23,25,26,37 Our results
496clearly support this latter idea, because we found that the
497periodicity of the overlayer lattice (0.31 nm) does not change
498for the two different patterns described above. Although the
499long-range periodicity (superlattice) observed for the different
500systems may be determined basically by the misfit between the
501surface and the overlayer lattice (moire-character), the balanced
502and inhomogeneous oxygen distribution allowing different
503oxidation states in the UTO layer plays also an important role.
504The overlayer lattice of hw-TiO-UTO on Rh(111) in our case
505can be interpreted as a complete mesh of Ti ions with an
506overall lattice constant of 0.31 (±0.01) nm (rotated by 2°
507relative to the Rh lattice) which does not show a defect site
508(“picohole”) in the “hub” point of the “wheel” motif (Figure
5093E).23 It is especially true for the variant of this structure shown
510in the right side of Figure 10A, nevertheless, that the “picohole”
511feature cannot be excluded in the case of the other variant
512(Figure 10A, left side).10 The STM image in Figure 10B
513(shown also in Figure 3E, as detected) has been treated by
514inverse Fourier-transformation for the better visibility and the
515atomic sites are marked by circles. The large chemical contrast
516among the sites appearing in the atomically resolved ch-images
517in this work can be attributed to the different oxygen
518coordination (fourfold and threefold) of the Ti ions arranged
519in the spoke rows (bright triangles) and in the other points of
520the “wheel” structure (Figure 10B), respectively, as recently
521interpreted by Barcaro and his coworkwers.23 Two important
522remarks should be made in connection with the image in Figure
52310B: (i) “wagon-wheel” structures with different lengths of the
524bright spokes and with the same periodicity are simultaneously
525present and their registry fits with each other; (ii) although the
526appearance of the atomic sites detectable in the overlayer are
527almost complete, their exact registry is imperfect. This latter
528fact indicates a rather strong tension in the overlayer which is
529understandable because of the misfit to the support metal (Rh).
530There are regions where the distance between the individual
531adjacent atomic sites could deviate by 20−30% from the
532average lattice constant of 3.1 nm. Regarding the adsorption
533and reactivity of postdeposited Rh atoms, this latter fact is very
534important (see below). A similar overlayer lattice distortion was
535observed for hw-TiO-UTO/Pd(111) system, where the
536bending of the spokes was explained by a slight displacement
537of Ti ions toward the more stable threefold hollow positions of
538the Pd lattice.30
539Regarding the chemical composition of the hw-TiO-UTO
540layer on Rh, the XPS, STS, and LEIS measurements presented
541in this work support clearly a Ti:O stoichiometry of close to 1,
542which is a widely accepted value for the “wagon-wheel” type
543ultrathin oxide films. The presence of any other constituting
544chemical element in the outermost atomic layer (for example
545Rh−Ti alloy formation) can be totally excluded on the basis of
546our LEIS measurements. If we accept the structural model
547supported by DFT calculation in ref 23, the Ti:O ratio varies in
548the range of 1.1 and 1.3 due to the slightly different oxygen
549arrangements presented above. The comparison of the XPS Ti
5502p and O 1s peak areas obtained on the clean TiO2(110)
551surface with the XPS areas for a complete Rh film encapsulated
552by the hw-TiO-UTO layer results in the same value of the
553stoichiometry. The rather small layer thickness (0.07 nm) of
Figure 10. (A) Contrast scheme of hw-TiO-UTO layer found during
the encapsulation Rh nanoparticles supported on TiO2(110). (B)
Distortion of the atomic positions found by STM in the hw-TiO-UTO
layer (the lines are only to guide the eye). (C) Scheme for the
rearrangement in the atomic layers for Rh deposited on hw-TiO-UTO
layer and for the annealing at different temperatures.
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554 this film estimated from the STM measurements is also
555 consistent with the model of TiO∼1.2 highly relaxed bilayer with
556 a strong bonding to the Rh support. This oxide film has only a
557 mild polar character (negatively charged oxygen outside) as
558 deduced from the work function (WF) measurements
559 presented in our previous work.44
560 To close this chapter, note that not only highly reduced
561 oxide phases form a complete 2D films on different metal
562 surfaces, where they exhibit metal−oxygen bilayer bonded to
563 the support metal surface through the metal cation. It was
564 shown in several cases that the oxygen−metal−oxygen (O-Me-
565 O) trilayers can also form 2D oxide films exhibiting relatively
566 good ordering and wetting, but a weaker bond to the
567 substrate.16,20,25,52 These latter films showing usually pure
568 moire-pattern are out of the scope of this work; nevertheless,
569 they are very promising 2D nanooxides with self-supporting
570 ability.
571 4.2. Role of Site-Exchange and Surface Diffusion in
572 Nucleation and Growth of Rh on the hw-TiO-UTO film.
573 Impingement, diffusion, and nucleation of metal adatoms are
574 the main elementary steps leading to formation of nanostruc-
575 tures in a PVD metal deposition process. Accordingly, in the
576 formation of nanostructures, the atomic ambience at the site of
577 impingement is decisively important, because it determines the
578 further steps of the process. Assuming that the sticking
579 probability is sufficiently large and the metal atom lands on a
580 surface of relatively flat diffusion potential landscape, it will
581 have sufficient energy to diffuse on the surface and to find the
582 site of highest bonding energy. This site is actually the deepest
583 potential minima in the surface diffusion profile in the vicinity
584 of the incidence site. This is a typical situation for a “template”
585 effect, where the periodic deep minima serve as nucleation
586 centers. Moreover, in the case of metal deposits, metal atoms so
587 bonded can even contribute to the deepening of the original
588 potential minimum.15,24,37 In the case of UTO layers, the so-
589 called periodic “picohole”s are the characteristic sites for this
590 type of effect even at/above room temperature.24 It was shown
591 by theoretical calculations, however, that the landscape of the
592 diffusion barrier strongly depends also on the chemical nature
593 of the metal adatoms: Pd atoms feel much deeper potential
594 minima in picoholes than Au atoms on the same oxide
595 surface.36 This behavior provides a special nanotechnological
596 method for growth of (Metal-1)1(Metal-2)n bimetallic nano-
597 particles in a well ordered hexagonal arrangement even for the
598 metals (Metal-2), which alone would not grow in the
599 periodicity of the template.53,54 Turning back to the Rh/hw-
600 TiO-UTO/Rh system, our STM data suggest that the incoming
601 Rh atoms can leave the UTO films’ structure unperturbed and
602 the mean free path of metal adatoms can be so large that part of
603 them can diffuse to the interparticle region of the TiO2(110)
604 surface (see Figure 8D,E). More frequently, however, the direct
605 interaction between the deposited atom (Ad) and the metal
606 sublayer (MS) supporting the UTO lattice cannot be neglected.
607 In this way, the bonding between the Ad and Ms dramatically
608 changes the local and periodic diffusion potential map. The
609 probability of this process increases certainly for the UTO
610 layers of high lattice tension. As presented in Figure 10B, the
611 periodic lattice of hw-TiO-UTO exhibits a high level of
612 distortions providing a large probability of capture of both
613 impinging and diffusing Rh atoms to the rhodium sublayer
614 through forming a strong metal−metal bond. It is reasonable to
615 suppose that the energy released by this process weakens the
616 bonding of TiO1+x layer to the support metal and it accelerates
617the diffusion of a TiO species to the top of the adatoms. This
618exchange process can be explained also on the basis of surface
619free energy minimization, because the surface free energy of Rh
620(∼2.6 J m−2)55 is much higher than that of oxygen-terminated
621TiO1+x layer (∼1.8 J m−2)22 representing a driving force for the
622encapsulation of Rh overlayer by the TiO-UTO film. Figure
62310C (left side) depicts a simple scheme of the composition of
624surface−subsurface layers before and during the Rh-post-
625deposition at different temperatures (230 and 500 K). The
626growth of Co overlayers on a VO(111) “wagon-wheel” bilayer
627supported on a Rh(111) surface investigated by STM and XPS
628exhibited a fairly similar tendency indicating an almost full
629encapsulation behavior already at room temperature.16,40
630Naturally, by lowering the temperature into the 310−230 K
631range, more and more metal adatoms are stabilized on top of
632the UTO layer, as the restructuring of this layer is kinetically
633hindered. Thermal activation of layer mixing has also been
634reported for a Pd film deposited on a FeO-UTO film supported
635on Pt(111), where the annealing in UHV causes the diffusion
636of Pd underneath the FeO(111) layer.56,57
637The thermally induced development of the nanostructures
638formed after the deposition of Rh on the Rh-supported hw-
639TiO-UTO layer can be characterized as an Ostwald-ripening of
6402D nanoparticles (see Figures 6 and 7). In harmony with the
641commentary above, these 2D nanocrystallites can essentially be
642identified as Rh nanocrystallites covered by a TiO1+x film on a
643Rh(111) surface (Figure 10C, right side). Consequently, it
644seems worth comparing their thermal stability to that of the Rh
645on Rh(111) system.58 This latter work reports on a transition
646temperature (∼600 K) related to a change in the nucleation
647from fingered to compact particle growth, which can be
648explained by the activation of the diffusion along of the
649perimeter (step) edges of the particles at and above this
650temperature. Moreover, plotting the island density (N) at the
651low coverage limit as a function of inverse temperature
652(Arrhenius plot), a break point was detected also at around
653600 K, indicating a change in the activation energy.58 Although
654the values of N are slightly different (indicating a higher
655nucleation probability) in our case, the general mechanism of
656the diffusion seems to be rather similar for both systems.
657Accordingly, we suggest that the 2D ripening process detected
658in our case is mainly determined by the Rh on Rh diffusion.
5. SUMMARY
659Reproducible formation of ordered hexagonal “wheel” TiO1+x
660ultrathin (hw-TiO-UTO) decoration films were found on 5−50
661ML thick Rh films supported by TiO2(110) after annealing at
662high temperatures (max. 1050 K) for a few minutes. As a
663function of Rh content, two cases were distinguished: (a) in the
664lower coverage range (5−15 ML), the annealing at 1050 K
665resulted in stripe-like hw-TiO-UTO-decorated Rh nano-
666particles of approximately 30 × 150 nm lateral size, 10−20
667atomic layer thickness, and flat top facet of (111); (b) for
668higher Rh coverages (15−50 ML), the Rh thin layer covered
669completely also by hw-TiO-UTO film sustained its continuity
670up to 950 K. The latter case (b) provided a clear XPS evidence
671of a highly reduced Ti2+ state and the comparison of XPS Ti-2p
672and O-1s intensities suggested an O:Ti = 1.2 stoichiometry.
673The STM results also disclosed some new fine details of the
674atomic structure of the hw-TiO-UTO film. Although the overall
675periodicity and the symmetry detected formerly was confirmed
676in the present work (hexagonal superlattice with 1.50 (±0.05)
677nm unit cell vector), two different arrangements of the bright
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678 points forming characteristic triangles were identified. In
679 harmony with previous theoretical simulations, the appearance
680 of bright and dark points (chemical contrast) of the same
681 sublattice of overlayer Ti ions in a hexagonal arrangement with
682 0.31 (±0.01) nm lattice parameter is attributed to an
683 inhomogeneous oxygen content: the bright points are fourfold
684 and the dark points are threefold oxygen coordinated Ti ions,
685 respectively. The thickness of the hw-TiO-UTO layer was
686 experimentally determined by line profile analysis executed in
687 the region, where tunneling induced local removal of the oxide
688 ultrathin layer was performed previously. On this basis, we have
689 obtained a value of 0.07 (±0.02) nm for the film thickness.
690 The postdeposition of Rh in different amounts at RT
691 revealed that the ordered hw-TiO-UTO layer becomes strongly
692 disturbed and the adlayer exhibits a 0.2 nm average height. It
693 was found that 2D nanoparticles of 1−2 nm diameter are
694 formed at RT and their average lateral size increases gradually
695 in the temperature range of 300−900 K, probably due to a
696 thermally activated 2D Ostwald-ripening process. Nucleation
697 theory analysis of rhodium particle growth verified that the
698 sintering of postdeposited Rh proceeds directly on the surface
699 of Rh multilayer accompanied by a continuous rebuild of the
700 covering TiO1+x ultrathin film. The careful evaluation of the
701 LEIS intensity data and the CO titration of Rh sites of the
702 particles formed at low temperatures have shown that an
703 exchange of the deposited Rh atoms with the hw-TiO-UTO
704 layer proceeds significantly to an extent of 50% even at around
705 230 K and this value increases up to 85−90% in the
706 temperature range of 300−500 K. The total disappearance of
707 the characteristic LEIS signal for Rh takes place at ∼900 K,
708 where a complete hw-TiO-UTO covering layer forms (100%
709 exchange) even on top of the postdeposited Rh.
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